
8.1 Associations.

There are dozens of associations of varying size and importance devoted to space or some 

aspect of it, be it astronomy, transportation or missile defense. While associations are potentially 

rich sources of information, remember that many have agendas of one kind or another, so exercise 

your judgment when seeking out quotes. Associations often hold a variety of luncheons and 

conferences that are valuable in bringing people from the space industry together face-to-face. 

Divis recommended bringing lots of business cards to swap with meeting-goers. "Just try to 

attend their seminar and accept their invitations to lunches and try to make friends there," 

Coledan recommended. "Sooner or later someone will start telling you something interesting. Or 

maybe you can put two and two together by talking to different people and getting only partial 

information."

The American Astronomical Society maintains one of the best e-mail lists of news 

releases around for reporters. However, the Washington, D.C.-based association only sends these 

press releases out to accredited reporters. Contact Stephen Maran at 

hrsmaran@eclair.gsfc.nasa.gov for more information.

The Planetary Society is the largest space interest group in the world, with 100,000 

members from 140 countries. The Pasadena, Calif.-based society's executive director, Louis 

Friedman, helped design solar sails while at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The Planetary 

Society developed the Cosmos 1 solar sail mission.

"The U.S. Space Foundation conferences are some of the better meetings right now," 

Divis said. The Colorado Springs-based foundation is very well connected. It holds the National 

Space Symposiums and the International Space Symposiums annually, which high-ranking 

members from the civil, military and commercial space sectors often attend and speak at.

The Space Transportation Association, based in Washington, D.C., is an industry trade 

organization representing 24 companies with a vested interest in the United States space launch 



industry. It is well-respected and very well-connected. They maintain a space tourism division 

whose board of directors includes Buzz Aldrin. Sietzen recommended that reporters should get to 

know Eric Stallmer and Tidal "Ty" McCoy, the president and chairman of STA, respectively.

Polispace is a space policy consulting firm based in Arlington, Va., run by Jim Muncy, a 

former aide to Rep. Dana Rohrabacher (R-Calif.). Muncy is very knowledgeable and is very 

much an insider on Capitol Hill politics. However, he does not like having his former connection 

with Congress brought up, as he and his former employer's office parted on less than rosy terms. 

Polispace can be reached at 703-931-7154.

The X-Prize Foundation has a very interesting idea on how to spur private development 

of low-cost space launch vehicles -- it offers a monetary prize to anyone who can develop an 

affordable, safe vehicle that can fly up to 100 kilometers up. The St. Louis-based group has 

raised more than $5 million so far.

The Satellite Industry Association is a trade organization representing U.S. space and 

communications companies involved with commercial satellites. Based in Alexandria, Va., its 

executive members include the leading satellite service providers, satellite manufacturers and 

launch services companies in America. Sietzen recommends reporters cultivate Clay Mowrey, 

SIA's executive director.

The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics is the world's largest 

professional society devoted to science and engineering in the fields of aviation, space and 

defense. The Reston, Va.-based association has more than 31,000 members.

The Space Frontier Foundation includes Freeman Dyson and Arthur C. Clarke among its 

advisors. The Studio City, Calif.-based organization is a known critic of NASA.

The National Space Society, based in Washington, D.C., publishes Ad Astra, a popular 

space-oriented magazine.

8.2 Associations: Websites.



American Astronomical Society: http://www.aas.org

Planetary Society: http://www.planetary.org

Space Foundation: http://www.spacefoundation.org

Space Transportation Association: http://www.spacetransportation.org

Space tourism division: http://www.spacetransportation.org/travelandtourism.htm

The Space Transportation Association has an excellent list of reputable associations among its 

members: http://www.spacetransportation.org/directory.htm

X-Prize Award: http://www.xprize.org

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics: http://www.aiaa.org

Satellite Industry Association: http://www.sia.org

Space Frontier Foundation: http://www.space-frontier.org

National Space Society: http://www.nss.org


